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Our engineering capabilities are based on a team of professionals with many years of
experience in the steam and gas turbine manufacturing industry . We bring together
engineers, technologists, high skilled welders, technicians and experts in machining
processes for the production. The company specializes in comprehensive production and
providing services in delivering power turbine components and advanced metat
processing. The company specializes in comprehensive production and providing services
in delivering power turbine components and advanced metal processing and additionally
our objective/product is to offer to farmers a device producing and processing agricultural
biogas in a small or medium-sized farm i.e. to convert the waste into electrical and
thermal energy qualified as RES (renevable energy source).
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Other comments
Based on our skills and technology capabilities, we specialize in construction projects that
require maintaining the highest engineering standards and very individual approach to the
customer.
Expectations from
Record Biomap, e.g.
- to find consortium
partners for possible
projects?
- do you already know any
funding call or other
funding opportunities?
- attend our planned
workshops?
- to find customers?

Our cooperation offer is dedicated to all companies and potential clients related to waste
to energy sector. In order to meet market expectations, we strive to build longterm and
mutually rewarding relationship with our customers. Aware of the trust that our clients
place in us, we pay special attention to make a cooperation with customer reliable,
meaningful and attractive.

